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FORMULASANDDEFINITIONS.
M = moment around c. g.
q = d~nmical pr~ure= V’PP2.
S = area of wings.
c = chord of wings.
c.= ~ coefficient of. pitching moment.C&
I =moment. of inertk” of airplane around transverse axis = P lT/!y.
. W = weight of the airplane.
k = radius of gyration.
g = acceleration of gravity.
c’ ‘Weffitient ‘f ‘t&
The period for fictitious statical oscillation is
J
T7c~
d~=z~ q&=2~- ~m
dDuring this period the airplane travels hk ~
~~ (Dtinition)vm=—
The metacentric height is
Gm=vm.q/ TV=& CLconstant
The rate of the travel of the center of pressure is
.
—~cL wwiable
8cL
The lorg period osoiUations of an airplane, due to the
T= x-@. V/g
v-= 2W/Pg (Definition)
G= S‘~ (Definition)
St= area of the tail plane
cLt= lift coficient of the tail plane
a’ ‘~’”%
The coefficient of stability is
The limit of aperiodic
6800%-284
v~.v*. 7P
“= (a. P–at P) ‘
completi damp~m is
C,zl/+1
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(5a)
variation of speed, have the period
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
.
(14)
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The limit of statical stability ~=o ----
The limit of real stability is
I?OR uRONATJT’ICS
-.
(15)aw.k2.at.P
“=- (aw.kz–at”l’)’
or, otherwiseqmssed
*L rate of change of
v~ V*2Z–aw %.1’
the angle of -attack +th refereno.e.,..
(15a)
to lift coe<fficiqnt
— —.
au
6CL— rate of change of the angle of attack due simply to section of acrofoil —
(7C. (iCm au
z “a. “ G, (16)
The angle of downwash is
@1’= CL.1.8~~ for monoplanes, down h
8CL.1.5~= for bi- and triplanes. (17)
The downwash of the propeIler slip stream is
(18)
The angle of the self-induced downwash is _
-, (19)
The efficiency of the tail plane due to the self-induced downwash is
.
“=*” “-””:” ‘“ ““-”
approximately ___
1
‘1=1+1.83~t/bt2
T---, -.
..- . .
- (20)
The efhciency due to the downwash of the airplane&
81
TIZ=l-1.8TT-S
ii+; F
(take 1.6instead of 1.8if biplane)
(21)
—.
,- . . ..-. ..—.
(23
The lift coefficient of the tail plane at smd angles is
S,q-pkllI-&Ft--m---- (24)
a antiP in degrees, Et entire tail plane, E elevator, k between 1.25and 1.75.
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INTRODUCTION.
The follow@ paper which has been prepared for publication by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics deals with the calculation of the tail plane. I try to simplify
the preseut theory of longitudinal stabihty for that particular purpose so as to obtain one deiinite
coefficient characteristic of the effect of the tafl plane. The ruore general theory hitherto devei-
opeil gives no such compact r+ult. It has indeed a wider aim, to calculate not only the tail
plane, but the exact character of ~~ht to be expected. The method is so complicated, however,
and the rasults so uncertain that at present it seems to be unfit for application in design. For
the present at least it has to be coniined to the desks of some special investigators. It is not _
impossible on the other hand that the following method may be developed later so far that it ““
covers also tti.~ore general task. In its prcs+entform the aim is not so ambitious.
The coefilenit mentioned is obtained by substituting certain aerodynamic characteristics
and some dime~~ions of the airpIane. in a comparatively simple mathematical tzxpression.
I take care to cordine all aerod~amical information necessary for the calculation of the coeffi-
cient to the well-known curves representing the qualities of the wing section. I am able to
do so by making use of the recent r~ilts of modern aerodpamics. AU formulas and relations
necesmry for the calculation are contained in the paper. They give sometimes only an approxi-
mation to the real values. An example of caIcuMion is added in order to illustrate the appli-
ctition of the method.
Moreovw, it was nec-axy to discuss more generaI and simple questions concerning the
subject before startirg with the new contribution. Statical and dynamical stability, slope
of the moment curve, trad of the center of pressure, metacentric height are conceptions which
are old and comparativdy simple. They have given rise, however, to contrommsk and there is
not yet general agre=ent as to their meaning and usefulness. The discussion of some other
quastions related with the tail plane forms the last part of the paper.
The direct result of the investigation is the deduction of the coefficient of stability men-
tioned and the method for calculating and applying it. This coefficient iudicates not only
whether the effect of the tsil plane is great enough, but ako whether it is not too great. It
appears that the designer has to avoid a certain critical kngth of the fuaehuge,which inevitably
gives rise to periodical oscillations of the airplane. The discussion also shows the way and in
what. direction to carry out experimental work. For free flight tests more attention ought
to be given to the relation between the position of the elevator and the correspond@ equi-
librium velocity. In model tests it appea~ that the moment of the air force on a wing about
a tied axis not too far from the average center of pressure ought to be preferred to the invwti-
gation of the travel of the center of pressure, It is easy to calctiate the second quantity from
the fist, but not the fit from the second. The other quastions touched in this paper give -..
suggestions for wind tunnel experimentation.
Before proceeding to attack the probhxn, ~ wish to touch one very general question
which is intimately connected not only with this paper, but with the whole complex of tech-
nical and scientific questions: I obtain the essential coefficient by neglecting the variation of
speed of the airplane during one oscillation after having investigated the expediency of this
67
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procedure. I calmdate the coefficient by substituting approximate theoretical formulas for
red physical amd more complicated phenomena. -What- is the meaning of such proceduro ?
There are people who consider each omission- ~nd each approximation or simplification
as a defect of the method. And they certaihly are right sometimes, if the simplification is
not- justified. There are questions of abstract sci~ce where a more complete understanding
and not a numerical calculation is the aim of the investigator, where the philosophical phyeicisti
reasons and does not make applications. In such cases any simplification may witiate the pur-
pose. The following paper is not written for philosophers and physicists, but for designers
and engineers, no matter how much physical knowledge they may possess. And for such men
the question is quite diflerent. No engine is the result of a calculating machine, but of a brain.
Certain quantities only can be and must be caIcul@d, and even they approximately. It is
impossible to take intn account all details of all the physical processes. Their laws are generally
known, it is true, but the actual calculation is either IWOdifEicultor impossible. It is, therefore,
always a markecLprogress in technical science if an investigator succeeds in separating impor-
tant and less important factors, and if he teaches how to calculate anything simply which could
not be properly calculated at all before. The physical process forming the case of the simpli-
fied calculation, of course, can not be identical with the actual phenomenon, but if the method
be a good one it forms, m it were, a skeleton of it. For instance, the most marked progress
in the art of calculating the tension in beams was the discovery that it is #lowable to neglect
the shearing forcas and to make the assumption that all plane sections remain plane during
the deflection. This is not true, and it is well @wn that it is not true. But the method
givw the right dimension of the be&m and nothing else is wanted by th~esigner.
N6glect&~ the influence of the speed variation-and not the variation of any other quantity
is justified not alone by the result of the following discussion. It is already contained im-
plicitly and hidden in the papers of previous writers. I begin honestly With this simplification
rmd try to domonstrato its justtication by physical reasons instead of only stating its possi-
bilities without any explantition. By this systematic procedure I am enabled to investigate
the remaining phenomena more closely and to obtain more compact and useful results. In
the following treatise also the thrustof the propeller and its slip stream is not very exlmustively
taken into account. It is perfectly correct to omit it for the gliding flight and, se the airpkme
must satisfy this condition of flight also, the omission is not likely to undermine grossly the
orwdt. Moreover, the increase of speed due to the slip strean.ie partially neutralized by the
braking effect of the fuselage ~d the other purts which diminish the velocity of the passing
air. The axis of the thrust-never pRsses very far from the center of gravity. The resulting
moment can be taken into account by assuming a correspondingly changed position of the
center of gravity. The variation of the thrust depends on the propeller and the engine, and
the calculation of its influence is far beyond the a@ of th@ paper. The dimensions of the
tail plane are hardly influen~d by this comideration. In my opinion the omission of the thrust
is by no means as essential as that .of the variation of speed. It is only a detail which later
can be elaborated.
It is hardly necessary to make any apologies for the use of general ac~dynamical relations
between the angle of attack, the lift, and the downwash., They are perfectly true under some
simplifying assumptions, and they are always as exact w any other technical formulas and as
the methods of calculation used in other parts of iqiplied science. The greatest incorrectness
of the reeult is not tho consecpence of this simpli&ation, but is due to the uncertainty of the
position of the center of gravity and to the uncertainty about the arodynamical quality of
the wings. It must be emphasized that these difhcilties are not peculiar to the special method
tidopted, for they are already contained in the original method of treating statical stability.
The render who is not fond of mathematics may pass over the mathematical development.
He finds all formulas he wants in the list at the beginning, and the example wilI show him how
to apply the forn@as, The next shp, however, is not the application of the method for design,
but its examination by applying it to actual airplanes, The method is subject to improvement,
which can be made after such applications. I afi wholly s&dled if I only succeed in giving a
suggestion for an improvement of the method of calculating the tail plane.
—
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.
THE ELNTIREAIRPLANE.
1. EQUILIBRIUM.
Durhqg a steady Jlight the tail plane makes the moment of the air forces around the center
of gravity vanish, and hence the center of pressure is always at this point and does not’( travel.”
To prevent ita travel ie the function of the elevator, the set of which is changed by the pilot on
passing from one condition of steady flight to another. Without turning the elevator the new
flight would not be staady, for then tho center of pressure would have traveled and there would
be a moment around the winter of gravity. Through this center of pressure the Enerepreaenting
the effect of all the air forces would pass and this would be at some horizontal distance from the
center of gratity. This line being almost vertical, the moment wouId equal the product of
the horizontal distance from the canter of gravity and the ruaagnitudeof the entire force. This
magnitude ‘E approsinmtely equu.1to the weight of tho entire airphne and therefore constant.
—
This is well known, but it is necessary to mention it as an introduction. These statements,
however, are wry general and therefore very vague; the designer can not do very much with
them. He needs to know how great the effect of the tail phme has to be, for the greater the
desired tied, the greater the necessary dimensions to produce the effect. Now the moment
mentioned is not due to the dimensions of tail ad taiI plane aIone, but also, and to a very
high degree, to the instantaneous velocity of flight, or, better expressed, to the dynamic pressure;
and the velocity, or the dynamic pressure, is by no meam constant, for the airphme has a dif-
ferent veIocity, smaller, for instance, at a low number of ie~olutions of the engine than nt a
high number, and smtier if chmbing than if div&g. We think that we can not proceed more
logicsJIy and usefully than by separating the two factors which produce the mommt, and
obtaining the true characteristic for the dimensions of td and tail plaw.
This is not d.i.flicult. Let X denote the moment around the center of gravity and g the
1 -P. The+”dynamic pressure -
9 IS the expression~sought, as the reader can easily -mrify, by
. .
. . . .. ..
—
.
ccmsideringthat the moment is proportional to the dynamic pressure g. Let there be a medium
set of elevator (say zero) and a medium condition of steady ~~ht; there is, then, no moment
-. —
around the center of gravity and M/q is zero. The more the angle of attack is changed in one
or the other direction, the greater is the positive or nogatiwe moment which must be neutralized
by rotating the elevator, in order to obtain steady flight. If we divide this moment by the
dynamic pressure of each particular steady f@ht, we obtain the expression M/q -d&h is
characteristic of the geometrical dimensions.
~agine tfi eqrmion Jffg to be plotted agafit & mgle of attack. Then the slope
of the onrve represents the effect necessary in order to change the angle of attack by a properly
chosen unit of angle. ‘We intend to use this curve actually and to plot it for a particular air-
plane. We must clearly understand, therefora, by what unit M/q can be measured and what
kind of a physical quantity it is. We mentioned that this expression is characteristic of the
geometz+yd dimensions simply. Now the “ td effect” is proportional to the 5rea of the tail
plane multiplied by the lever mm, that is to say, to a sort of vohune. It is not in the least
59
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surprising, thorefore, that M/q is also represented by the cube of a length; it is a sort of. VOkIM .__. –-
and must be measured either by cubic feet or by any other measure of volume.
When compaiing swreral different airplanes with respect to this “volume of moment,”
it is advisable to take i~ ratio to some standard volume given by the dimensions of the airplane,
The wing area presents itself as a standml area, but the arm is not so emily found. We think
it most convenient to take the chord of the wings or the mean chord, tind the resulting
expression,. M (1)
cm-~
ma-y properly be called the coef%cient of pitching moment and bo denoted by cm. In figurti 1 ‘
this coefRcient-is plotted against the angle of atta~k, The values are taken fmxn a model twt
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und me not wholly reliable, tho conditions .. .
n~~ ham-g ‘been q~ite the same as in red
flight, Neither was tlmsituation of the center
of gravity exactly known, and the shpe of the
cuiw-e’depends on its “position. The diagram,
“however, shows sufficiently what we wish to ‘
show. We have represented in asecond curve
and on a cormspcmdingscale the travel of tho
center of pressure. The ordinates of thii curve
are P/c (cL)owhere P is the actual travel of the
center of pressure, c is the chord and (cL)Ois
the lift cue5cient for steady flight. It should
be not:d that the curve h~s two branches
as~ptotic at infinity. Thesa.two curves of -.
& and center of pressure travel coincido at
the angle of equilibrium, ‘where the moment
as well as the distance betmeen the center of
gravity and the center of pressure is zero.. .
hfOreQver,at ‘this point the slopo of the LTVO ._
cumfw agree also. 13ut this agreement of
,> u)” ,
a-
curves and slopes is the case only bec.auw we
have chosen tho scale suitably. At all other
angles of attack neither the two cwvos nor
their slopes agree; they differ greatly.
Efor any new project the designer knows
the -magnitude of the- momenh around the
center of gravity and the ~elocity for the dif-
ferent angles of attack, he can draw the curv~
of cm,and this curve wilI give him by its slope the firstinformation concerning the condition of
equilibrium that he wants for the d&@n of ;he tail plane, It gives the info&ation very much
better than the curve of the travel of the center of pressure, which curve agrees with the.former
in one point only. It is true that the curve of the travel of the center of pressure is always the
same, wherever the center of gravity may be situated, while the curve of the moment changes .—
according h the position of the center of gravity.’ If the moments are measured around a
trarun%rseaxis which is at a distance z forward from the center of gravity, all that is necessary
in order to obtain the values of cmwith reference to an axis through the center of gravity is to
add to the measured vahws of cmthe quantity’~ –.- This procedure certainly isnot so trouble-
some that it does not pay ta perform it, instead of calculating -with a wro~mcurve.2 There is
. 4. . ., +.. ;,;:.. .. , - 5; “_
BBoth cm be IrMuencwl by the propeller tbmst. ,
1Gmrpere SW. 16,where it is shown that the ohanga of the eume fs performed by drawhg one straight Iine.
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so much the more reason to perform this labor, as this curve of cmis important for other consid-
erations which will be described in what follows.
& the result of this discussion we wmclude:
(a) At a set zero of the elevator and for a medium angle of attack the moment around
the center of gravity must be zero. For otherwise the elevator would not be
fully utilized.
(5) The slope of the curve of moment must be moderate, for otherwise a very large
tail plane and elevator would be necessary.
2. STATICALSTABILITY.
It is not sticient that the airplane be in eqi.dibrium, as the designer lmows. The equilib-
rium must be stable or at least it sho~d be o~y slightly unstable. NOWthe airplane is in a
diflerent eqnilibriu for every position of the elevator. Each equilibrium ought to be examined
separatdy with respect to its stability. But we will proceed to ahow that this examination
can be much si.rhplified,and that it is sufficient to consider the curve of coef%cient of the moment
discussed in the precedhqg chapter.
We consider a small displacemenQ consisting of a-change of the angle of attack, and assume
the verticaI velocity of the airplane and its velocity of flight to have changed so slightly that
—.
the cham.gescan be negl@ed. The deflection from the original angle of attack then producw a
—
moment proportional to the deflection and to the slope of the curve of moment, i. e., dJf= ‘=x. da
and hence is proportional to’~. The airplane is said to be ‘( staticsJ.Iystable,” if the moment
tends to bring it back to its original angle of attack. The degree of stability maybe described
by the time which would be taken for the airplane to s&ing back through its origimd angle of
attack. The airplane is assumed in this case to be osdlating around the center of gravity and
the time for one oscillation is calculated.
For steady flight and a detinite tail setting there will be a detite angle of attack which
may be called q; let the angle be cc at any inatant aftar &e disturbance; let the moment
corresponding to a be M, measured in the same sense as is a. Hence, the equation of motion,
omitting all other influences, is
y ~=$:(a– aJ
where W is the weight and k is the radius of gyration.
For reasons which will appear later, it is convenient to introduce two symbols:
2’W
VL= — = twice the vohune of air ha-@ a weight equal to that of the airplane
P9
Vm=–d* whereq =+PP -..
Hence, on substitution,
dza ‘ ‘
()~i=– * :(a–%)
There are two cases to consider:
J
k v.(a) Static stability. v~ >0. This indicates oscillations with a period 2 r– ;.” (2)
JKmLcethe dialxmm traversed by the airplane in this time is 2 rk ~ (3)
.
--—
-,—
—
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(b) Static instability. v~< O. The angle would continue to increase according to the
expression eJ= V/k i. e., itwoidd increase to base (e) times its value in a
VJ–
time~ ~. The distance traversed. by the .airphme in this time would be
—. .
d
—‘v~
.- —
k
z“
Both these distances are independentmf the velocity of flight. In case (a), as noted, thero
would be oscillations, and under such conditions the equilibrium condition of steady flight is
said to be statically stable, Expressed mathematically,
is, then,
‘ [’%!Y]a.ao-so
We mentioned that the stability should be examined
the condition for staticai stu~ility
for everv ande of attack and that
.-
‘ every angle of “attack has its own curve of moment, since for equilibrium the elevator has a
,
dfie~ept position: In figure 2 we have plotted
“threesuch curves for the same model as before,
corresponding to the angles of the cdevator
– 5°, + 5°, and + 10°. The reader se~ that
, the curves are almost parallel and that there-
fore their slopes are almost equal for the samo
values of a, the angle ,of attack, That is
always so and very natural. For changing
the set of the elevator produces a moment
approximately independent of the angle of
attack. For this reason it is sufficient to con-
sider one curve of ,moment only and to use its
slope at any value{of a, the angle of attack.
The consideration of statical stability leads .-.
to almost the same rules as did that of equi-
librium itself.
The slope of the curve of moment must
be moderate, or zero, for Mhorwise wo should
obtain either great-instability or short, quick
oscillations.
“If stability is desired, the inclination of
the curve must be such that the moment
brings the airplane back to its original angle _
of attack. The amount of the desired stabiIity
or of--the Wowable instability ought to be do-
terminbd for the ahplanes in actual use. No
complicated method of testing is required, only
the setting of the elevator must be determined for dMerent conditions of flight. This is dis-
cussed more fully in section 16.
3. THE METACE”NTIUCHEIGHT.
In his most valuable paper on the fundamentals of aeronautical designing,3Commander J, C.
Hunmker, in accordance with the suggestion of Commander McEntee, suggests the application of
the naval architects’ metacentric height to calculat~ and measure the statical stability. Using
the matacentric height m he defines it-gives the same result as our method. He begins as we
did with the curve .of the pitching moment plotted against the angle of attack, and divides
this moment by the weight of the airplane, thus obtaining the distance of the center of pressure
~NavalrchIhdur8InaeronautlmAaro. Journal, JuIy, 1920.
--- ----
.
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from the center of gravity. The slope of this curve is the rate of travel of the center of pressure
with reference to a, and we saw that the slope of the curves agree, in fig. 1, at the point of equi-
librium. In tti diagram we chose the scaIe of the travel of center of pr~ure according to
Hunsaker’s deilnition, dividing the ratio of the distance between the centers to the chord by
the particular Iift coefficient of equilibrium. The metacent.ric height is dgfined by
Gm=–ldx ---77z“
The negative slope of the curve of the pitching moment divided by the dynamic pressure
is mitten
(4)
Therefore, writing W= (cJOq S’, where (cJO is the lift coefficient for the value of a at equi-
librium
(5)
The Yalue of (7~ is therefore proportional to the negative of the sIope of cm at the point
of equilibrium.
The traveI of the center of pressure equaIs W/L, where L is the lift and equ,alsc@l; hence
the rate of change with reference to the angle of incidence, provided CLmay be regarded as
constant for a end range, is
-.
. ..—2
—
(5a)
and only at the angle of equihbrium does it cchcide ~th that of cm.
These two expressions are apt to be confounded.
b the paper mentioned, Commander Hunsaker shows an inte&ting method of making the
metacentric height visiblg. ~ the diagram for the center of pressure for different angles of
—
attack he puts in for every center of pressure the vector of the Iift alone, omitting the drag.
.—
The resulting diagram is the complete amdogue of the diagram of the naval archit~ct. The
intersections of neighboring vectors of Iift near the angle of equilibrium give the metacenter.
——
We think, however, that this diagram ought to be used only as an illustration for the geo-
metric meaning of the metacentric height. It would require too much labor to draw a new
diagram for every setting of the elevator; and this would be necessary, for his diagram has
not the great advantage of o=, viz, of being valid for all arq$w of attack and all settings of
the elevator.
4. WHYTHE CALCULATIONOF STABILITYMN BE SL%IPLIJ?IED.
There are many designers who would like to spend an hour or even two in order to obtain
a more complete idea of the nature of Iongitudimd stabiIity and to be able to calcuIate in a
simple manner whether a certain taiI plane will be sufficient or not. For such readers we will
try to go a step further. We belieye that then we have discussed the problem as completdy
as is ever necassary for the purpcsw of the dwigner.
Before discussing the next question, that is, the damping (which is a quality of stability
as stability was a quality of equilibrium), we have to examine the justification of our assulup-
tions in the last chapter. There we neglected the variation of vertical velocity and speed.
This is alIowable indeed for the calculation of the period ordy and not for the damping. For
if the angle of attack has slightly increased, the lift increases too, and the airphme experiences
an acceleration upwards. Therefore, it receives a vertical velocity component and the angle
of attack no Ionger agrees with the angle between a tied direction in the airplane and the hori-
zontal. The difference equals the ratio, – w/~T, of the vertical component to the original
velocity, if we assume F to be great compared with the vertical component w. The effect is
a gradual decrease of the ampIitude of the original oscillation, for the effective angle of attack,
..—-
—
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and therefore the stabilizing moment is increased when the change is opposed to the angular
velocity and decreased when it has the s~e direction, This type of damping is the subject of -
the next chapter, together with the damping moment of the tail plane due to the angular velocity
of the airplane. We merely state here, therefore, that the effect of the variation of altitude is
chiefly a damping of the oscillation, and that, in making calculations of the damping, we are not
allowed to neglect the variation of altitude.
.-
The alteration of the horizontrd velocity, however, the discussion of which we proceed -
to now, has no damping effect, but it is periodic. This oscillation and the first mentioned one,
it is true, affect eaoh other, but we will show that the interference can be neglected. We
proceed by assuming in the beginning what we in@nd to prove and by examining the result
of the assumption.
The smaller the influence of the v-&iation of speed, the longer is the period of the os~llation
—
caused by it; and, if it is very long, the influence-of the original motion,, due to the ang~ar
velocity, has so often changed its sign that the summed up effect cmthis long oscillation vanishes.
During one short oscillation of the fist kind, on the other hand, the velocity is almost constant.
.--.
We assume, therefore, that as a first approximation the variation of the drag and of the angle
of attack has no influence on the type of motion, the airplane altering its velocity, owing to
alterations in gravitational energy. The oscillation consists.in alternately changing the poten-
tial energy due to vertical height into kinetic anergy of motion and conversely. The result is
very interesting and eimp~e. Let h denote the height:and W’the weight of the airplane, then the
potential energy is h.~. Tha variation of this energy is Ah. TV,if Ah denotes the variation of the
height, The kinetic energy is 1/2( V+ w)’ W/g, if V is the original flight velocity and v its vari-
ation. If v is small when compared with V, this can be writtm 1/2 P. W/g+ VV lT/g, and the
second termis the variation of the kinetic energy. The lift is proportional to the square of the
(V+v)’ 2V
velocity, hence its ratio to the original lift ~ is —Vn md the variation is ~,. Corrwponding ta
thisvariation of lift, ~ W, the vertical acceleration tithe. airphme is 2;,. g. Now we have to
eliminate the velocity v and to introduce instead of it an expression containing the height h.
The sum of the variations of the two energies must, of course, be zero if the energy is conscrva- -
tive, i. e.,
Ah. W+VS v;=O
hence
–“A~”.-V=+
and the vertical acceleration is therefore – 2 Ah $. The acceleration is opposite to and pro-
portional h the displacement from the origin. This g@es a simple oscillation with the period
T= u~~ V/g (6) ““
The distance traveled by the airplane during one period is
T ands depend only on the magnitude of the velocity of flight and are not influenced by the tail
plane. If for instance V= 150 foot seconds (about 100 mi./hr.), we obtain T= 20.8 seconds.
This indeed is so slow an oscillation thatit can not have much influence on the character of the
motion of the airplane during a short interval. Dur@g five seconds, say, the variation of speed
may be neglected. Further, it is easily seen that. this long osc.il!ation is generally damped.
The tail not only gives an additional drag -whenthe airplane is turned, but during the continuous
.-
change of kinetic. energy into energy of height and conversely the sum of the two decreases
continuously, During the motion up and down a certain percentage of the energy is absorbed
due to the variation of the drag, and the vertical amplitude grows smaller and smaller. This
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holds true if the rester@ moment is great, so that the qgle of attack is almost constmt.
. .
With actual airplanes the moment is very d, but the other factors tend ta conserve the angle
of attack. But even if the attitude of the airplahe were constant with respect h the horizontal
the damping wouId not be less. On the contrary, when descendhqg, the angle of attack is in-
creased and the drag and Iift are both increased; when rising, both are smaIIer. In the valleys
and on the summits of the waves the angle of attack is as before. ~ence it follows that the
amplitude of the verticaJ oscillation is generally decreased, while the period is not much altered,
unless the propeller and its slipstream are the cause of a different behavior.
6. THE DAMPING.
We are now prepared to discuss the nature of longgtudinal stability of an airpIane. We
realize that we may neglect the variation of speed, and hence we assume the center of gravity
to move with constant horizontal velocity. The vertical velocity and the angular velocity
are assumed to be sma~. The dMcuIty of such a mathematical investigation as the following
one k only that of memorizing the different symbols. In order to faciMate this as far as possible,
we shall introduce some new symbols and take caxe to choose them so that their physical dimen-
sions me as simple as poksible. In the preceding section 2, equatiog 3, we divided the weight
!7 of the airplane by half the specfic weight of the air, so obtaining the volume v=
2Tr
wa=—
Pg
(definition) (7)
which is twice the vohune of air having the same”weight as the airplane. The moment of
inertia was avoided by mak@ @e of the radius of gyration k, which of course is a length,
lkides we need the distance 1 (length) between the tail plane and the center of gravity. +.-
~Nowwe proceed to. the forces and moments acting on the airplane. ‘iVe will confine our-
selves to three, which are really lmown to the designer. These three are the lift of the wings,
the lift of the tail plane, and the rnombnt of the airplane afound the center of gravity. The lift -.
equaIs the product of the dynamic praure and the “ mea of lift,” which itsdf is the product of
the lift coefficient and the area of w@. We are interested in the rate of change of the lift with -
respect h a change of the angle of attack, because in considering displacements the change in
the lift must be introduced into the dynamical equations. This equals the product of the
dynamic pressure and the rate of change of the area of Iift with respect to the angle of attack,
.:=
and is aw . q, where
(8)
am is an area and equals the slope of the curve of the area of lift when plotted against the angle
of attack. In the same way we de.6ne at m the rate of charge of the area of lift of the tail
plane, i. e., .“ .
at=&K& (9)
The rate of change of the statical moment with rmpect k the angle of attack is described by
the rate of change of M/~ which is discussed in the pretioua chaptem. Wevwite v~= -d(Y/ ‘.+ CY
This has the dimetions of a volume. -We describe thus all forces acting on the airplane and
occurring in this discussion by two areas and one vohum, which can be determined in each
particular case. The moment contains the force on the tail plane resulting from its instsn- . . ._._
taneous angle of attack. We need at only-for the calculation of the moment due to the anggar
velocity of the airplane. ~ this angdar velocity is denoted by u, the tail has a vertical velocity
. ..-
downward, 1. u; and its angle of attack is increased by $. The correspond@~ change of the -., -
rester.@ moment of the tail plane is therefore
la
–,. at-T l“q
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The change in the restoring or statical moment @cussed in the previous chapter is
V*.~.a
where a is the change in the angle of attack, and the variation of lift is
aw, q.a
In the problem before us we shalI assume a., at arid V. to be constants for the ranges dis-
cussed, and also that a. and at are always positive; V. is, of &urse, a positive constant.
In describing the mtion of the airplane, the motio~ will be referred to moving axes, follow-
ing Bryan and others. Iat w be the velocity of the center of gritity alon&the Z-axis, and let w
be the angular velooity around the transveme axis. Then the acceleration along the Z-axis at
any instant is ~+ ~ u, and the change in the angle of attack is– ~. For small displacements
the equations of motion for the three forces mentioned me
Hence by elimination
%+waw)+wv(kw)=o
(lo)
(11)
(12)
or the same differential equation for u.
The solution of this equation is of the form w = A@, where k satisfies the algebraic equation
Write this, for a moment,
.
()
} ‘+,a~7+b=0
(13)
a may be assumed, for the case under. consideration, an essentially positive constant, while 7J
k a constant which may take either+ or – values, owing to the presence in it of w~.
The roots are
–a&-Ja=
.-
2
—.. . ,
-—--—”..--—
Case 1. If b<0, one root is + giving rise to instabfiity, one is– giving rise to a damped non-
oscillatory motion, i. e., to stability.
Case 2. If 46= O,one root is zero; the other is negative, giving rise to a damped nonpscilla-
tory motion.
Case 3. If 46>0, rmd< az, both roots are negative:_
Case 4. If 4b=a2, one negative mot.
Case 5. If 0 >aa, both roots are complex, with a negative real pw-t, giving rise to a damped
periodic motion,
.
—
—
Summary: Stability if b~ O.
Damped aperiodic motion if O z 4b 7 a~~
.-. . —
Damped periodic motion if 4bZ a’.. . . .
In the formula
a=aw ‘--
awk’.atla
b=g+~-
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The condition for d~mped periodic motion is that
Let us deiine the absolute coefficient
%ivala
c’ ‘(aw7&-atl’)2 (14)
Hence the condition for damped periodic motion is ~> ~0 The limit of osdations is then c. = ~.
Similarly, the condition for damped aperiodic motion is —.
1hrearthe limit of periodic motion, therefore c’s -
4
Near the limit for undamped motion
awl+.atlz
7%.+ --zzF~O
or
t
al? .a#
‘z– (aW&–atP)’ (15)
The limit of stabiIity is when CCequals thk fraction. h case a.k’ nearly equals a#, it will be
best to use the equivalent expression
-.
-.
v~v& —adztlz (15a)
The condition for statical stability is v~ >0, i. e. G >0. SO that it is apparent t&at cases
may arise when there is static instability, i. e. v~ <0, and yet there @l be a damped aperiodic
motion, and therefore the airplane is stable.
summary:
c.> ~ damped oscillations.
1
c.= ~ limit between oscillations and aperiodic motion.
or Vnva= –adz#]
c.> Ostatical stabiIity.
c,= OIimit of statical stability.
o>cs>–&gQ& statically unstable, but damped aperiodic motion, i. e. stable.
Thus c. is a quantity characteristic of the stability and it may be called the coefficient of stabifity.
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6. THE AIRPLANEWITHOUTTAILPLANE. o
The exact delamination of v~, the slope of the ~olume of moment, is so diflicult that it
seems useless for the present to discuss the po#sible improvement of the other terms. ‘We will
rather proceed to discuss briefly the determination of those parts of urnwhich are prod-@ ~Y
the wings, although this is only indirectly connected with the subject of. this paper. & for aW,
also produced by the wings, the same considerations are valid as for at and we have oppo@gity
later to discuss them,
The moment produced by a wing depends on its situation with respect to the center of
gravity. We have seen that for a condition of steady flight the entire moment must vanish,
The tail plane has to neutralize the moment produced by the other parts of the airpkme at that
angle. Besides, the tail plane has to produce stabiljty and damping., These three tasks me
generally too much for it, the last two can be performed by it, ‘but the first and second’ tasks aro
inconsistent with each other. For this would mean that the tail plane would not-only be a sta-
bilizing organ, but a lifting aerofoil too.. In tha~ case the system of wings extends up to the tail
itself and an increased travel of the center of pressure is the consequence. This requires a greuter
tail plane, and fuselage and tail plane are h&vier. and move the canter of. gravity even more ~
backward. This “i+yiinrequires a greater tail plane, etc. The case of nose heavin~ is not much
better. It is evident then, that the moment for all air forces; those of the tail plbe excepted,
must also be zero, or at least smrdl,for a medium angle of attack. The tail plane must have such
an inclination that at that angle its lift is zero. The aggle of attack of the tail plane in at6ady
flight has to be sm@ler, therefore, than that of the wiigs, a fact which is well known to every
designer.
This is not all. Experience has shown that airplanes were never very satisfactory if the
moment vanished as”the result of Iarge moments neutralizing each other. All good airplancs
have wings which are so situated that they counterbalance themselves for a medium angle of
attack by means of their position with regard to the, center of @avity. Airplanes with large
stagger am now rarql.and are only chow if there are important-reasons for them. This is not
surprising. The greater the single moments are, the more @fficult is it to counterbalance
them for a considerable range .of angle of. attack. A small deforrgation of the wing, a sm~l
error of the amembly or inexactness of fabrication is sufficient to produce a great disturbing
moment. The center of gravity ought-to be situated not far from the vertical through the center
of pressure for the medium angle of attack of each wing. For most wing sections this is from
about one-third to 0.4 of the chord from the leading edge. .
The moment is the product-of force and lever arm. If it is given with respect to any par-
ticular point, the moment with respect to any other point equals the sum of this moment and
the moment of lift and drag with respect to the ne~v axis if imagined to be applied at the first- ‘
given point. This is well known.
When calculathg from a model t~t, the slope “of the moment or of its volume with respect
to the angle of attack, it must be remembered that the~ehf,iw.ofpressure as welI as the coefficient
of moment belong to and are dependenhn the coefficient of lift and not on the angle of attack,
This must be noted especially if the aspect ratio of the wing is diilkrent from that of the model
or if the model was a.single aerofoil and the sanie section is used in a biplane. In all these
cases a difterent angle of attack corresponds to the same coefficient ofJift. It would be best
to begin always with the slope of the coeftlcient of moment with respect to the change of the
coefficient of Iift, which is independent of the aspect ratio, and to divide it by the differential
quotient $LJ which depends on the aspect ratio and on the section.
al% &. da
/Z=”iz Z (16)
The influence of the wing section cm the moment and its slope can be studied in the puMi-
eations of the diiTerentwind tunnels. The slope of the travel of oenter of pressure is charac-
teristic at that particular angle of attack only where the centar of gravity coincides with the
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center of pressure. Another method is to plot the coefficient of moment with respect to some
particular point, not too far from the mean center of pressure, against the lift coefficient. This
curve runs very regdarj it is practically the same for models having di.llerentaspect ratios, and,
as ~~ is almost independent of the section, for smalI anglw it is suEiciently characteristic of the
slope of the coefficient of moment with respect to the angle of attack. In order to obt sin the
moment for any other position of the center of gratity, draw a straight line from the origin to
that particular point of the curve where the moment around the new center of gravity is zero
(Fig. 7). The distances between this line and the curve in the direction of the axis of moment
give the new coefficient of moment, and the augle between the Iine and the curve gives the slope
exactly enough.
We have discussed now the function of the tail phme, and have seen how both the equi-
librium produced by di.flerentsettings of the elevator and the statical stability are characterized
by the same curve of the volume of moment around the center of gravity. Its sIope, together . .
with the two areas of damping ‘of the airplane, that of the wings and that of the tail plane, pro- .-. .—
videa us with the coefficient of stability. k the second part of this report we will proceed to
-.
discuss the details and see how they affect equihbrium, stability, and damping.
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PARTII.
THE TAIL PLANE.
7. EQUTLI13RIUM.
Tie saw that for a medium angla of attack the airplane ought to be in equilibrium without
the tail plane producing a lift. A small lift is indeed allowable, but it is better to make no use
of it in the &at design and to keep it back for u emergency in case the Xpkne turns out to
be slightly nose heavy or tail heavy. The problem of the tail phme is simple, therefore, as far .
as equilibrium is concerned, and there remains only the question of its mgle with a fied direction
in the airplane. T&s angle must be “such that for the medium aa.gle of attack of the airplane
mentioned the effective angle of attack of the tail plane is zero. WRhout the downwash of the
wings and the slip stream the direction of the tad plane which @ws the Mt zero would be paralhd
.-
to the direction of ftight. It must be turned by the angle of downwash and that of the dip
stream. We will proceed to give the formulas for thwe two angles. We need not be too
——
scrupulous in this respect, for a small subsequent cb.mge of the angle of the tail plane is always
-
--
possible without great diflicultie.s. l
The sngle of the down-washin degrees maybe written 4
1.8c’ l -$ l 57.3 foq monoplanes, and
I
(17)
1“5 c’ “ $ l 57.3 for biplanes.
For a more exact calculation we propose to take the factor l; where k is the factar of the
eftective span of the bipkne. (See Tecbniaohe Berichta II, p. ~87.)
In these two formulas-
cLdenotes the coefficient of lift kqs
4Sthe area of wings.
b the maximum span of the wings.
—.—
Z the lift.
-.
7 the velocity of il.ight.
—
The dyriamical pressure q= V%/2= P/390 for low heights, in lbs./sq. ft., if F is in
mi./hr.
p/2 half the density of air.
The Muence of the slip stream on the angle has not been discussed satisfactorily in any
publication, as far as I know, and exact experimental work in this respect ia defective too.
We are dependent, therefore, on theoretical considerations, which we must greatly simplify in
—
order to make its bulk agree with the value of the result. The question is complicated in the
fit plain by the mutual influence of the propeller and the wings. We me forced to neglect
this, the change of the final result-by it is likely ta be smaII because the effect is a dou.lde one
and neutralize itself partialIy. k the next pIace we will neglect the fact that a propdler with
u inclined axis works unsymmetrically. For calculating the remaining main Muence we
4S30thePayrscftheauthccT
—
.— -
wlmtsche Berkhte D, p. W Tmhnkche Bedchte ~ p. 1~ Itepcrts N. A. C. A. No. Ml; where more
exact data cm be fcamd.
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may apply the ordinary momentum theory, the angle between axis and direction of flight being
always small. ThiEefTectis pmtifly neutralized by the wings, but this only holds true for the
effect iteelf and not for its rate of change, which we have to consider afterwards. Let ~+v and
u be the velocity components of the slip stream relative to the airphne at a point in the @
some distance behind the propeller, ti being downward. The “mean components in the neigh-
borhood of the propeller are V+ 1/2 v and 1/2 u and the air at Rgreat distance in front of the
propeller has the components relative to it ~ and zero. The thrust may have the components
Z’and Tsin /3where P denotes the angle between the ‘ixis of the shaft and the velocity of flight.
Let D be the diameter of the propeller. Hence we have
The angle in degrees is 67.3 times greater. The angle of th~ tail pkme with the direction of
flight is the sum of this angle and the angle of downyaeh, if the tail plane is wholly surrounded -
by the slip stream, othetie a corresponding fraction can be taken.
Most designem wish the tail plane to.lie within the slip strew. If the airplane flies at a
great angle of attack and the propeller stops suddedy, the aiqdane should receive an impulse
to decrease its inclination without” the pilot acthig. ThiE takes place indeed if the tail plaie
is met by the slip stream, for at-high angles the tail plane usually has a positive lift, which is
increased by the slip stream, so that the positive lift-decreases as soon as the slip stream ceases,
thti setting up a turning moment. The same effect is obtained by an eccentric position of the
center of gravity with respect to the axis of the thrust.
The problem of equilibrium also embraces the &ect of the elevator necessary to produce
equilibrium for all other angles of attack, It appears, however, that this consideration would
give small values, the statical stability being almost zero. We shall discuss the question of
the size of the alevator in the other sections.
8. STATICALSTABILITY.
.-.
The subject of this chapter is the rate of change of the moment if the setting of the
elevatmris tied. We have to discuss in particular that part of this rata which is caused by
the tail plane. It is chiefly due t.a the change of the lift of the tail plane; the travel of the
oenter of pressure of the tail plsne gives only a small rate of change of the moment.
If a single aerofoil or a biplane is inclined to the direotion of the relative velocity of the
air, the effective angle of attack does not agree with the apparent or geometrical angle of
attack. The direction of air in its immediate neighborhood can be affected by some other
body, so that the aerofoil is in a downwash and it is always affected by the ierofoil itself, so
that it is in a self-iqduoed downwash also. The angle of the self-induced downwash or shorter,
the seMnduced angle of attack h= the magnitudes
CL&
~ ‘(19)
.
wherein
CL denotes the coefficient of lift of the mrofoil ~.
L9q
& denotes the area of the aerofoil.
b denotes the maximum sparL
L denotes the lift.
q denoks the dynamical pressure V2P/2.
V denotes the velocity of flight.
p denotes the density of air.
~SeeTechni.wheBar[ohtiI, p. 187.
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The rata of change of the self-induced downwash with reference ta the lift coefficient is,
‘t The rate of ch~me of the entire angle of attack is the sum of this rate andaccordingly, ~TW
the original rate, which may be written ~. This original rate depends on the section and
indeed ought to be determined by model tests for the section used in the wings. It is not
always very variable, however, and for end angles is sddom very different from&=10 for
the angle in degrees, 10/57.3 for the angle in radims. This holding true especially for smd
angles of attack, it will be sufficient in most cases k assume -&=10/57.3= 0.174 for the
tad plane. It follows that a particular lift requires an amgle of attack about
(o.174+i3/#)
0.174
times es great as without the existence of the self-induced downwaeh. !l%e aerofoil behaves
like one hav@ a decreased sxea without self-induced downwssh. The faotor of decrease is
1
appro~atelY 1+ 1.g3 sfi~” The exact expression is
(20)
The formula for the dovmwssh of the wings is mentioned in the last chapter. Its rate of
change with reference to the angle of attack depends on the section of the wings and on their
effective aspect ratio 7P/fL Introducing the effect of the self-induced downwash of the wings
on their effective area, it is expressed by the formula
&L
x
1“% (1+ 1.83 SW)
6cL .
~ M the rate of chamge of the lift coefficient with reference b the angle, due to the section
only, and is not very diflerent from 57.3/10 as mentioned before. The lest factor is the rate
of change of the lift coefficient with respect to the real angle of attack, i.duding the effect
of the aspfict ratio of the wings S/bz. For biplanes the first factor is smaller in the ratio 5:6.
The effective a@e of attack on the tail equtds the angle of attack on the wing lW the angle
of downwash, i. e.,
where
Hence
. . ( h,. -G- )dat=b. 1–L4-1+1.83 IS/l= “%&
I%L
“&Y
qz=l-L#J 1+1.838M
—
.-
—
(21)
so that the factor, which indicatw the decrease of efficiency of an aerofoil due to the downwash
of the wings is Tawhere again the factor 1.8 refers to monoplanes and is smeller by 17 per cent
for biplanes.
We have thus obtained the two factors, one due b downwash, self-induced, and the other
due to wings, which give the tiective mea for statical stability, and for dynamical stability
and damping dSO. The find value of ~, sinca $=5.7, is
at==iSt*5.7ql. qz (22)
The effect of the slip stream is neglected.
.
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The investigation of the dynsmicaI stability in the first
AERONAUTICS. .—
part of this report has shown
that the airplani is stable even if the statical stability is. zero. For this reason the statical
stabiIity-may be ever so small if only there is no statical instability, and this is what the de-
-..
signers aim to obtain. The calculation of course Seldpm gives the exact value zero for,~he
stability but there remains always some definite wilue, In order to see whether “the stabhty
obtained from the calculation is small or not, the period of the statical oscillation imagined
may be calculated from (3). H. this period is a considerable fraction of one minute the
stability is certainly small. The coefficient of stability g-ha a measure of the magnitude of
the stability.
The preceding consideration giv~ exactly enough the size ‘of the tail plane. We only
need the dimensions of the airplane and the aero~~amicsl properties of the wing section.
We will exemplify the method in the next part of this report; ths reader will there convince
himself that the whole calculation can be made iu .a fraction of. an hour. We have to add
still that the downwash is somewhat greater if the tail plane is very close ta the wings; the
.-
formula given refers to ths usual position. We realize thus that we have now determined,
as it were, the statical moment of the tail plane surface iSt. 1. T%e next chapter deals with
the moment of inertia St. P.
9. DAMPING.
We have seen in the general discussion of dynamical stability that the coefficient of stability
Caindicates the degree of damping. c,= O indicates the limit of the statical stability though
not at all that of the dynamical or real stability. A regular use of the elevator, however, requires
.-
a positive coefficient of stability, cS~l/4 indicates the .begiwing of oscillations. Now the
designer does got have it in his power to obtain the exact slope of moment which he wishes, nor
is it possible to obtain a constant sIope of moment for alI singlesof attack. He wishcs~therefore,
to have the range for this slope sficiently great-~east as great as that of other successful
airplanes. Our theory of the coefficient of stabiIity shows how one may increase the range.
The coefficient of stabiIity has the magnitude
v~ V*P
“=~
.. —
and has to lie within a particular range, say, betwe& Omd 1/4. The range of v~j of the slope of .
the volume of moment is .tharefore proportional to the denominator (G Wak P), -whereonly
the second term depends on the tail plane and its position. Whence, it follows: Take care and
do not M the dizm~”ngmoment of hen$ia of the tail plane (at P) becomeequal to that of Lb u.ing8
aJ2. This mems for practical cases, as we shall see: Do not make the fuselage too long.
We-proceed to consider the single terms which give the cc@icient of stability. VGwas the
volume of air -ivhiohhas twice the weight of the airplane. The specific weight of air.& 0.08.0 ,
lbs./cu. ft., therefore VS= #4= 25 W where W denotes the weight of the airpIane in pounds..
This holds true,however, only for small heights; at about 20,000 feet height the specific gravity
is only half this value, as is well lmown, and accordingly & coafE6ientof stability has twice the
value as bafore. The airpkme is d~mped much lessthan at small heights.
k is the radius of gyration of the airplane with .reepect to the horizontal transverse axis
through the center of gravity. 7Pis the ratio of the moment of inertia to the mass of the airplane,
and the moment of inertia is the sum of the maw of each single part of the airphme multiplied
by the square of its distance from the axis mentioned. The mdculation of the radius of gymtion ._ ~’
has no theoretical difficulty whateoevqr; it is pefiormed by @.ng the list of weights. Each
factory has the radii of gyration of theirairplanes and can estimate the radius for a new project.
There are,however, very few data published, and for the example in the next part the author is
forced to take an estimation less reliable. .-
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1 is the distance between the center of gravity and the center.~. pressure of the tafl plane.
This center of pressure can be assumed to be constant at the fit third of the chord.
Lutroducing the effect d self-induced downwash,
as we have seen before. For the first estimation and ~pecially for small angles, -& can be
considered to be ~~tant and equal ~ 0.174. me denotiator of (22) is independent_then of
the aerodynamical property of the wing section and depends only on the area and the shape of
the wing.
The slip stream effect is not taken into cu~ideration in this formula for the slope of the tail
plane moment. This problem is so complicated that it can not be treated properly theoretically.
.1 series of experimental teats wouId be useful. ‘iVe wilI show, however, that the change due to
the sa#e of downwash of the alip stream theoreticrJIy neutralizes about, half the effect of the
change of the velocity in the slip stream. The increase of the vebcity in the slip stream is
approximately 8
1[2 T
‘fl= D%
l
where
T’denotes the thrust of the propeller.
D denotes the diameter of the propeller.
g denotes the dynamic press~e of @ht.
The slip stre~ angle-of downwash is giVeXIby equation (18), section 7,whence the rate of
change with respect to the angle of. the axis is seen to be
ATOWthe lift of the tail plane is proportional to the square of the velocity. Only half the effect
is neutralized therefore. In reality it is often more t.hm fully neutralized. The reason seems to
be that the increase of speed is only inside the shp stream, the slip stream downwaah also on
top of it and below. See the very interesting resuhk of R. &X. 629.
10.THE ASPE(XRATIO.
—
-
—
.—
.-
-.. —
,—
The last chapters gave information ordy as to at, the eileotive area of the tail phme. Now,
the same effect can be obtained with a greater area and a smaller aspect. ratio b%/& and with
a smaller area and a greater aspect ratio. We have considered ody steady ~Uht and d
deflections and even then we were compelled to neglect some ditllcult factom. Besides, the
tail plane must give its effect under extraordinary conditions of flight. The maximum lift of
the tail plane and its slope at high angles of attack chiefly depend on ita area, and so does the
maximum elevator ef7eot, provided the elevator is allowed to rotate srdliciently. It can be
assumed that, for a certain t~e, a particular maximum effect of tie taiI plane ia necessary
which can not be calculated but is given by experience. Nbw, if the wings have a -all aspect
ratio fiz/S a great tail phne effect is required, and in this ease it may be advisable to increase
the effect of the tati plane by giving it a greater aspect ratio. If, however, due b a great
aspect ratio of the wings and maybe also by the choice of a wing section of small instability,
only a small tail pkme eftect is necessary and alIowable, the choice of a small aspect ratio of
the tail plane enables the designer to apply a great tail plane area without improperly increasing
---—
the stability. The aspect ratio of the tail plsne ought to depend on the tail plane area desired,
and this area, or, better, its product with the arm 1, can be determined only from qmrkmce.
~Repath-o.114,Nntfonal Advfsory timmttta for&ronaatfcs,
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11. THE SECTION.
The Mluenm of the section on the stability of the airplane is only indirect. k the pre-
cding discussion we have totalIy neglected it. 11 is known that the choice of an unsymmetrical
section, however, has the effect of changing the angle of attack of the tail pkme and in this respect
is apt to change the equilibrium. ‘1’%eproblem of the tail plane section is as difiicult as that
of the wing section. It is not sc important, indeed, because the tail phme area is smrdIer than
the wing area. That is one reason, we think, why almost no experimental work is extant on
this subject, which is to be regretted, for this problem can only be solved by a great many tests.
Figure 3, which is taken from a publication of the author on tests with flat tail planes;
shows that for small angles the curves are straight and parihl sad can be described by two co-
-—. —
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efficient. We have repea~dly mentioned that at small angles the lift is proportional to the
angle and the lift coeflbient is about
0.1
cL=~ l — (CYindegrees)
1+-1U7)’
A change of the setting of the elevator changes the @ective angle of attack. If P is the sngle
of setting of the elevator, a should be replaced in this formuIa by (a+ z@), where m is a certain
factor, in order to take into consideration the setting of the elevator at small angles.
The angle of the elevator is measured in the same sense as that of the taiI plane. This
is the only natural method and the only one that leads to mathematical expressions which
have the same meaning as usual. In all comitriesj accordingly, we find this method of meas-
uring the setting of the elevator. We should not mention it as a matter of course if lately
there had not appe~red in this country one or two articles where the two angles are measured
opposite to each other. — ..-.
Il!ew~e B~tit@1,P,1~
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The factor m depands c~efiy on the ratio of the elevator area, Z’, h the entire tail plane
area, including the elevator, St, and onIy slightly upon tie section and the plan form, and can
be written k E/iS~. If the tail plane consists only of an eIevator, E/iY~=1; snd &en obvioudy
ii is one too. Experiments of the author, mentioned before, show that ii for flat seotions equals
1.25for E/St der than ~ 13’orcurved sections k seems to be greater. We could ilnd one
test only, the armmgement of which allowed an exact interpretation. This test was made by
the aeronautical stail of the wind tund of the Nav-y Yard, Washington, D. C., snd is not yet
pubIished. This test gives k u 1.7; the space between the stabihmr and the eIevator was
closed, however. The true factor seems to be between 1.25 and 1.75. This one test can not
decide the question, nor do= it cmtain anything on the moment of the elevator around the
hinges. The lift coefficient of the taiI plane is acoordingly
(24)
-—.—
ccand 13in degrees.
12. THE SHAPE.
The influence of the plan form of the taiI phum detlw calc~ation at ~resent. 310del tesh
show no great dilleranoes, nor does experience, for we fhd all kinds of shapes of the tail planes.
.-. —
—
..-
. .
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.—
Eg. 4 k fig. 5 —.—
infhnmee of the aspect ratio, of course, whioh is discussed in the pre-
Many elevators have a curved shape (fig. 4), for instance. There is one English publication
(R. &M. No. 632) on full scale experiments with different shape-s of tail planes. This author
draws the conohsion from his experiment that a long rear edge is bettar than a long leading
edge. A oertain amount of damping of the elevator slone is necessq, and this damping is
increased either by increasing the rear edge or by making it curved. A longer leading edge
on the other hand decreases the hinge moment and the news.wy deflection of the elevator for
produc%m a particular lift. It seems to be genedly known, but nowhere published, that if.
there is a projecting small part of the stabilizer in front of the counterbalancing part of the
elevator it gives rise to oscillations and vibrations and ought to be avoided (@. 5).
-—
The scarcity of scientfic experimental work with respect to the tad phne and its parts
.—
is compensated for by the experiments of the designem and factories, for no part of the airplane
is so easily altered and exohmged as the tail plane. These results are not published direotly,
but they are found implicitly in aUdescriptions of successful airplanes. It seems useleaeto make
an abstract of them, for it could never replace the original information,
. ..—_
_._—
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THE TMi PM!N’13OF JN4H.
18. PREPAIMTION.
A method of calculating the tail plane can be justified only by the result, that is, if it gives
the ~~ht tail plane, no matter whether the assumptions which are the foundation of the method
are in reality facts or only fictitious. A quite exact agreement is not to be expected at alI from
our method, the calculation be~u too muoh simplified. But the rwdt itselfwill be so much
the better and the method the more natud, the more closeIy the fictitious phenomena are
made to agree with the real ones. k order to give to our readers an opportunity to examine
the exactness of the method, we choose as an example the JN4H. This airphne is already
known b the regular readers of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics reports from
reports Xos. 70 to 96. It happens that Mr. F. H. Norton has just finished a long seriesof tests with
this airplane, and has determined the forces on the tafl plane for many conditions of &mht by
measuring the pressure distribution over the tail pkme. This very vahable and instructive
paper furnishes us with some material for the comparison.
We have the folIowing needed data on the airplane JI?4H:
Up~tiplane. u~ .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hwwmtiplme. ww . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
is=
Stabilizer,area. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.,----- ---------
E1evatar,area.-. . . . . . . . ..- . . . ..------------ ..----- .---.. ----- ..--------------E=
s.=
..napmof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..b =
.mqanof tiphe ..................................................b*=
Chord........................................................................c=
Gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stagger........................................................-------.--.-
``b@offm&'' .........................................................l=
Center of gravity behind leading edge:
.
—
203 aq.ft.
150 q. ft.
. .
363 eq.ft.
28.5 eq.ft.
$!l.8 sq.ft.
60.3 Eq.ft.
43.6 ft.
10.26ft.
4.96 ft.
4.96 ft.
1.46 k
15.8 ft.
-.
—.
—
--
UpperW@ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.5 ft.
bwa* .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.04ft.
Weight........................................................................T=2, 281 lb.
.—
HOmWwW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MO hp.
~uof~tim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..k = 6 ft.
The qgl.ebetween the two main planas is zero. A small diilerence wouId considerably
change the stability in consequence of the stagger.
From these data we obtain the ratios
S/b’=353[43.6’=0.186=1/5.38(w@s)
SJbt =50.3/10.26’=0.48=1/2.1.(tail plane)
*y=l*46,4*9f3=o.3
.
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Mean center of gravity position; i. e., mean of ratio of distance from leading edge to chord
Upper wing 2.5/4.96 =0.51
LOWOrwing 1.04/4.96= 0.21
Load per unit area W/S =6.5 lbsJsq. ft.
For the calculation of the mean center of gravity position it is not sufficient to take into
203 ‘-
account the fact that the upper wing area is ~= 1.35 greater than the lower wing; for at great
angles of attack the upper wing, being in front, produces more Iift than the lower does. The
author found by experiments that for a stagger of 50.per wmt of the chord this increase is about
20 per cent! In our. case we may assume, therefore, 20x80/50 =12 per cent. Whence we
obtk the mean cent~r of gravity ‘psition - T_,
. .- -.
0.21+ (0.61x1.35x1.12)=0.39
1+71.35X1.12)
But thisisnotall.The ratio of the lift, of the upper wing to that of the lower wing is constant
only for great angles of attack. For smalI angles the ratio is variable and depends considerably
on the angle between the two wipgs. For paralle~vings an ~dditional instabtity results, and
there is not yet lmown a method to calculate this, and we need a model test with the two main
planes united to one model. It would be bettw still to have a test wi@ the entire airplane, the
tail plane excepted. Not having the~e tests, we must see how we can make the bmt of it and
try to calculate the instability. we must, conti~ounmlw% with “iivery imperfect method.
We hope to have opportunity to discuss these questions more exactly in a later paper. They
are indeed very loosely connected with the subject—ofthis paper. From the experimental re-
suits mentioned it is seen that the moment cume of staggered biplanes is almost straight ab its
lower end. Besides, the inclination seems slightiy greater than for no stagger. Aocordingly,
we will change the moment curve by adding a small increment of moment as can be seen in
figure 7..
We’ need My the aerodynamic propertim of the wing section: The section is very
simihw to Elffel 36 (N. A. C!.A. Report No. 93, p;”70). The travel of the center of pressure
——
cT~&OhOBmIOhtOn, p.~.
—. -. .-= ——-.
. .
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given there has to be trmsformed into the coefficient of the moment, and, for convenience,
wo will take this around the leading edge. Figures 6 and 7 give the angle of attack and the
coefficient of moment around the center of gravity each plotted es absciss= against the coeffi-
cient of lift. In order to obtain the values of angle of attack and cmreferred to leading edge
for our particular airphme, we have to replace the two uas of ordinates by oblique straight
lines through the origin and to messure the vahm of a and cmby the horizontal distances of
the curves to this Iine instead of to the original vertical axis. The new axis of the curve of
— ()57.3 1 8the angle of attack runs through the p&t G==I, a= y ––— 0 The new axis for the662”
moment diagram rune through cL= 1, cm= 0.39 (the position of the mean centar of gravity).
We want chiefly the elopes of the two curves. These slopes equal the original slopes inoreased
by the elope of the new xds, that is to say, by comtmt values.
14.EQUILIBRIUM.
The diagram of moment shows the coefficient of moment ta be zero at CL= 0.70. The
diagrsm of the angle of attack gives for CL= .70 the tingle a= 5.6°. The downwssh, according
to our formula, is
57.3 CL ~t~ ~jr. 1.6
57.3 0.70 1/5.38. I/r. 1.6 =3.8;
The difference is 5.5° –3.8° = 1.7°
The actual angle as observed wes 2°, showing satisfactory agreement.
15. STATICALSTABILITY.
The examination of statistical stabihty consists in ctdculating the vohune of stability V.
From the two diagrams we take
CL .20 .40 .60 .80
&; .18 .18 .18 .“19
6%
G .21
.22 .26 .37
l First term of v~- 15oo,-1430,-1210,-940..
1.6S/3’ 1.6 1
Factor of downwszh T,= 1-&VL= 1_— . ——5.38. T daldc=
.55 .57 .64 .74
Factor due to self-induced downwash
1 1
“=1+1.83 $/3’=1+1.83/2.1=”53
at= St . 5.7 X factor of downwssh x factor of self-induction.
at= 50.3 X 5.7 x factor o-idownwaeh x factor of self-induction.
“ at= 835. . 866 960 113
.“. ad= 1320 1370 1520 1790
Hence
Vn= – 180 –60 +310 +850
_.._.. —
1Tacld.wheBeriohte 11, p. 187; N. A. C. A. R8port No. 114,
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It appears. that the statioal stability is considerable for great lift coefficients, that is, for
small velocity. ForJigh velocity the airplane is statically rmstable. The length of the path
of flight for an increase of amplitude to the ‘(e” fold is for v~ = —180 cu. ft.
The velocity is
‘lR=rx%rx25=107ft.
L/8. 860 6.5 X850=165 ft /sec
cL -7 . .
The time co&sponding to the path 107 feet is 107/165=0.66 second. This woidd be a short
time only. The investigation of the dynamical stability will show, however, that the insta-
bility is damped out. Before proceeding to it we ~ compare the values obtained of V. -with
—
those obtained from. the actual flight. We think this t&t and its interpretation to be so impor-
tant that it is worth wlile to discuss it in a special section.
16.CALCULATIONOF STATICALSTABILITYFROMFREEFLIGHTTESTS.
The free @ght of an airplane allows one to determine experimentally its statical stability
by a very simple method. There are almost no pieparaticms necesiary for this test; every
pilot can perform it, and the result-is so important that the test ought to be made quite general
with each”new type. Up to now it seems to be made only occasionally.
The desired information is obtained from the observation of the position ,of the blevator
for a series of velocities and of constant revolutions,of the engine. Tests can be made at several
numbem of revolutions. This observation of the elmator can easily be made, for instance, by
observing the position of the control. The velocity and the density or the pressure of a Pitat
tube ought to be determined too. It is hardly necessary to &cu& the details of this simple
test. The interpretation is founded on the fact that for an indifferent airplane the elevator
would always have the same position for any steady flight. A change of the position of the
elevator indicates an additional moment, and this moment can be calculated exact~y enough
from the proportions of the airplane if the change of the “setting of the elevator is known.
The moment is the same as if the airplane had no fixed stabilizer, but only the elevator increased
by 25 to 60 per cent, according to the section and wit@ the same aspect ratio as the entire tail
plane and as if this fictitious elevator has rotated by the same angle. The subject is discussed
in section 11. Let Z be the area of tho elevator and 1 the dis@.nce of the tail plane from the
center of gravity. The volume of moment produced by the change of the elevator position
is then approximately
5.7 El -
1+ 1.83St/b?-
5.7E 1
‘p here o denotes the po&ion of the elevator.Vm= .1+ 1.83 &/3t’ %’ w We take the re-
.
—.
quired data from the report mentioned, by Norton. As an average from hb approximate
diagram, we draw a diagram where the set of the elevator .ti plotted against the velocity:__ we
density of air is not given; we therefore take the normal density, the tests not being performed
at a very great height and smaIl di%’erenc.esof the density being of no importance. We reccnn- . ..-
mend, howevar, for future tests that one always detefiw the dynamic pqxsure or the velocity
or the density of air. From this diagram we take the fit two lines. of the table below and
.-.
calculate the dynamic pressure and the coefficient of lift. The dynamic pressure is
~i~ Forq= 1/390P lbs./sq.ft. if the velocity V is in mi./hr. The lift coefficient is ~Ln ~“
—
—
each lift coefficient we take the angle of attack from the diagram (~. t!). Now we d&ermine
from a diagram the slope of the set of the elevator aga!nat the angle of attack.
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The slope v. of the volume of moment is calculated from the last formula. We obtain
G 20 40 60 SO
a –1.6 1.1 3.9 ‘7.6°
*
L ‘“7 0.46 –0.08–0.16
6.7 @~3m= 15.8 X 21. 8x1. 25 1.83 &
1+2.1
.“.v~= –180 – 60 +310 +850, whereas
v~=-920 – 590 + 106 +210 (from flight tests)
The aggeement is not so very bad, inasmuch as the general type agrees. It is difEc@t to say
WIhichvahws are better, or, better said, worse. Our first calculation is not satisfactory because
we had to change the curve of the moment coe.flicientsomewhat arbitrarily. The values from
the free flight test are qualified by the investigator himself as “ approximately. ” But this
lack of special data makes we method not less u.@ti and our general discussion not 1* suited
for general application. We think that first the method must be developed; afterwards it is
not diflicult to obtain the data for its application.lo
17. THE COEFFICIENT OF STABIIJTY.
This coefEcient is
‘vmtJaP
%= (~p–@)2
We assume k, the radius of gyration, to be 6 ft., not knowing it more exactly. v~ and cq me
calculated already in the section on the statical stability. v.= 25 IT=25o22S0= 57,000cu. ft.
There remains only aw=~f ~, -ivlich differential quotient is also contained in the section on
statical stability. We obtain thus the following tabIe:
% 0.20 0.40
G 1760 1600
a# 63,600 57,600
at 83.5 86.8
a~2 20,900 21,700
(aWI?– atZ’) 42,610 35,900
a#/atla 0.31 0.38
Denominator
1,000, 000x 1770 1290
Vm – 180 – 160
Numerator
1,000, 000+ -370 – 329
cm –0.2 – 0.23
0.60
1360
49,000
95.8
23,600
26,400
0.48
665
310
635
0.97
0.80
955
34,400
113
28,250
6,150
0.82
38
860
1750
46
That is h say, at a high velocity ~ is slightly negative, and in the range of ordinary ~aht G is
smaller than 1/4 and each oscillation is damped out. At high angles of attack G grows very
large in consequence of the denominator becoping almost zero. This only means oscillatory
motion. It is chiefly due to the change of the slope of the well-known curve of the angle of
attack against the lift cmflicient. The damping moment of inertia of the W@ G grows smaller
and that of the tail plane greater. Their ratio is put into the table. The smallest ratio in the
table is 0.31.The Iimit of stability for-that ratio is –0.31/(1– 0.31)2= – 0.716.Thisiscon-
siderably greater than c~,and therefore the airplane turns out to be stable for all lift caef%cients
investigated.
..—
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IQThe questionfsaIso&ti by ROW, {IMacdo perk detea’mWm e@mentsle W coefikisnte df stebilite Io@tudIn21e d~ rellrde. -
This test giw the same rc8ult-st8tim.I etabUIty far low vekfty and Instability for blgh velodty.
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1s. CONCLUSION. “
Our theory of stability lies in between the imperfect calculation of statical stability only
and the bullq theory of Bryan, Bairstow, and others. We believe that the simplified theory
gives as good remdts as the latter. For the present, at leastyour theory is more than sufficient
considering the lack of knowledge of the aerodynamical properties. Our theory is the natural
continuation of the statical procedure; the more complicated theory can be developed from
ours, but we think, for scientists only~when all doubta about the coefficient have vanished.
It is remarkable that the coefficient most diflixdt to be obtained is that one which is also
the foundation of the statical theoryam. Everything than can be said against the preceding
calculation with respect to the uncertainty of the values proves nothing against the application
of the coefficient of stability but holds true for any calculation of stability. The missing infor-
mation on the radii of gyration can easily be obtained if there is general interest to procure it.
We think that the question of longitudinal stability and the necessary proportions of the
tail plane are not sQtled by the preyigus c!iscWsion~but, rathgr, only begun. To invwtigate
the stability of as many airplsnes as possible in accordance with the discussion and to procure
sll information concerning the quantities occurrinw—that, we think, ought to be the next aim
for solving the problem of the tsil plane.
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THE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH.
19. STATIC TEST3.
The tail plane is a small W@ with a changeable section. The msxhnum forces per unit
mea on the tail plane are not very much srmdler than those for the wings, although the forces
on it during an ordinary steady flight are, or at least ought to be, smaller. The angle of attack
is not very much smaller than that of the wings and the difference is neutralized by the greatest
possible deflection of the elevator. At high angles of attack of the entire airplane the downwash
decreases the effective angle of the taiI plane and the greater aspect ratio of the tail plane has
the same effect. But there are conditions ima=g$.nablewhen, in spite of it, the tail plane experi-
ences a greater force per unit area than the wings. The only factor which definitely giv=
rise to a smaller maximum lift is the section of the tail plane, which has generally a smaller
maximum lift ooeflicient. In accordance with this, the dithrent specifications prescribe a
smaller specitic sand load for the tail t.iaue than for the wingg For instance, the United
States Army examines d airplanes w%h a sand load of 35 lbs./sq. ft. on the tail plane, but
with eight times the unit load, i. e., about 6 lbs./sq. ft., which gives about 50 lbs./sq. ft. sand
load for the wings.
There have been several investigations of the pressure distribution of dHerent tail plains ‘
under different conditions. Norton measured a mr@mun avemge preeswre of 2.3 lbs./sq. ft.
But in the teds dwcribed he investigated only steady flight conditions, and the difbrences
of the absolute maximum specific lifts are likely to be smaller. The tests show an odd and
somewhat irregular distribution of pressure; it is almost surprising that the entire lift, the
integral of these pressures, is so reguIar a function. The truth is, however, that the integral
is not merely the sum, but it is subjected to particular physical laws, and it is not only the —.—
consequence but also the cause of the prw.sure distribution We find similar phenomena in
many parts of applied ph@s, for instance, the distribution of stresses or of brightn~ ‘in
several directions. Most of the results of the investigation of the pressure distribution refer
to small lifts and hence tie not applicable to our present problem. ‘These distributions at
—
the same time are the more irregdsr ones, as is to be expected.
—
The ma@tude of the pressure at one particuhr point of the surface is not important in
the consideration of the stresses in the structure.
..—_
The cover will always be strong enough,
and the sand load tests do not even try to test these sorts of stre.sws. There is always an
uncertainty about the for- on the linen, for they depend on the pressure inside, and this
pressure is generally not known. The pressure over d parts of the surface tiects only
the secondary members of the structur~the ribs. They are mostly strong enough, and the
cover tends to distribute the differences of pressure and to neutralize them partialIy. Nor is the
breaking of one rib the chief danger. The stresses of the primarily structural members of
the beams depend almost solely on the magnitude of the entire force and on the position of
ita center of pressure. The moments of the air forces, while their sum is small, are not danger-
ous. Now there is no reason why the center of pressure at high lift should be situated very
86
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far from its ordinary place; that is, the tit third of the chord, the elevator ~cluded. ~e-
tests confirm this rule. The trmsversal center of-pressure lies, roughly speaking, near the
center of gravity of each side. The most natural method for performing the sand load test
is, therefore, the application of the same rules of distributing the load as with the wings. There
is no admntage in examining too carefully the method of distributing the sand, if only the
center of gravity is in the right place, for the pressure produced is irregular and in no way in .
strict conformity with the distribution of the sand. The elevator, indeed, ought to be examined .
separately, too, chiefly in order to test the dillerant contrivances for its rotation.
There is one particular condition of steady tlight where the forces on the tail plane are
considerable. Tb.k_is flight vertically downwards, as occurs in air lights. I?or the calculation
of the force on the tail plane we need the moment coefficient for zero lift’1 and also the drag
--
-coefficient; the knowledge of the cedar of premum is less useful. The retie ~irplane is
carried by the drag of the wings and that of the other part#, and we can calcuIate in each single
case the fraction of the entire weight carried by the wings. The lever arm for that fraction is
c.?”; that is, the chord multiplied by the ratio of the two coefficients mentioned. This arm,
multiplied by the share of the wings in carrying the enfie wtight, gives the lever arm for the --- ~
force equal to the entire weight, and the force on the tail plane has to produce the same momsnt
around an axis lying in the.wings. The resulting lever arm is sometimes equal tc the chord, - “- “:-
but can be as great as 2.5 chords. It depen~ on the type of the airplane and on the section.
--—-
The prescribed safety can be smaller W hat rwult~g from ~S calculation. The deskwr ___ . .
ought to give at@ort to this fact and choose a proper section, and the examination ought tQ . .
be extended tc this point. -.
20. THE OSCILLATIONS.
A phenomenon not yet much imwstigated, which tends ta increme the structural stresses,
is that of the oscillations and titrations. The tail plane is more subject to them than the wings.
There are two diflerent kinds.
me motion of the passing air generally is not perfectly steady, even if the flQht is. It , ““T-
changes rhythmically, and so does the force produced by the motion. The period depends on
the shape of the body and on the velocity; it is 1/V, where 1 denotes a charactaiatic length.
This length is never very different from the transve~~ dimension of the body—in this case the
thicknass of the tail plane. Thera are not many experimental investigations on it.’z The
oscillation is only dangerous if its period agrees with theaperiod of oscillations of the body the
,-
force acts on. Assuming the velocity to be 150ft./see. and the characteristic length 3 inc&s., ‘“ ‘--
we should obtain 150/0.25 oscillations-that is, 600 oscillations per second. That is very high,
and, therefore, this kind of oscillation wilI generally not be dangerous. The period may, h.mv-
ever, be greater at the burble point of the eleva~r. This kind of .osd.lation and the_StieSSOS
arising from them can not he mmined by moving the tail plane through water. The period
is increased then and so is the damping of the water.
More importarit than these oscillations are those whose period is determined by the dimen-
sions of the tail plane and whose amplitude is increased by the ah”forcw. It is not possible to
discuss all possible oscfiations of this kind genw”dy; each one must be ixmnined with rwpect
to the sign of the damping by air. As an illustration, consider a tail plane with two. beams -
and let their proportions and. the distribution of r&as be such that the two beams have the
same period of elastic oscillation. If they oscillate at the same time, but the beam in front is,
say, 900 ahead in phase, the lift of the tad plane is greater when it moves upwards than when
it moves downwards, and thus the air, forces mill increase the amplitude. The stresses can
grow so intense that a fracture occurs: Whence it follows that the two beams, or their ends,
must not have the same period. TM oscillation and several other onw can not be discussed ‘~~-. --
thoroughly without exact information for each single case. Wej therefore, must confine our-
11~~~~~~ thetab~~of~heN.& c.A.Reportg Nw. 93and LMdo not contain this very impockt-CW&imt.
~ Sea papez by de Bothemt, N. A. C. A. Rapmt No. 97.
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selv~ ta this general remark. It “will be favorable with respect ta such possibihties if the
deflections are small, and it will be possible perhaps to decresse the prescribed load if the de-
flections at the same time are limited. The question of such oscillations ought to be examined
experimentally by observing all possible kinds of oscillations and measuring their periods and,
if possible, their damping. It is only then that a more detailed discussion can be made, and
that we are less likely to forget the most important type of oscillation.
21. CONCLUSION.
There are many things concerning tail phmes which we have not mentioned or not thor-
oughly discussed. The last part of this paper in particular is campsratively short, but the
things discussed in it can not be decided without more experiments. We have tried to bring
out only such matters as are not well known.
63066--7
